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In this note we reflne a result in Berarducci and Venturini Zilli (1993), by showing that
the limit of iterations of a matching gives rise to the most general unifying substitution.
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1. Introduction and Preliminary Notions
It is well-known that, for flnite flrst order terms, matching is not a particular case of
uniflcation. In fact the pair (f(a; y); f(x; b)) is uniflable and not matchable, whilst the
pair (f(x); f(f(x))) is matchable and not uniflable. For what concerns inflnite terms,
a result in Berarducci and Venturini Zilli (1993) states that if two inflnite terms are
matchable then they are uniflable. Here we reflne that result by showing that the limit
of iterations of a matching gives rise to the most general unifying substitution.
We recall that Ter1 = Ter1(SIG; V ) is the free algebra of all inflnite terms in the
signature SIG with individual variables from a countable set V = fxn : n 2 Ng. We
write V (t) for the set of all variables occurring in the term t and V (s; t) for V (s)[ V (t).
Here, we don’t formally distinguish between terms and the corresponding trees. So an
inflnite term is considered as an ordered labelled tree with possibly some inflnite path and
whose leaves are labelled by constants or variables, whilst the inner nodes are labelled
by function symbols. Therefore a flnite term can be considered as a particular case of an
inflnite one.
We use the natural notion of limit for trees assumed in Berarducci and Venturini Zilli
(1993), i.e. t = limn tn ifi for every integer k ‚ 0 there is n0 ‚ 0 such that for every
n ‚ n0, the two trees corresponding to the terms t and tn coincide up to the flrst k levels.
We assume that an inflnite term has flnitely many variables. The motivation for this
assumption is twofold: one is keeping the efiective character that substitutions on flnite
terms have; the other one is to allow algorithms on substitutions as the one we describe
in Section 2.
Moreover, we remark that all inflnite terms that are generated as limit terms by an
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unfolding process starting from flnite terms, have flnitely many variables. So we may
write a substitution ¾ in the form [t1=x1; : : : ; tn=xn], where, for every 1 • i; j • n,
xi 6= xj . For n = 0, we have the identity substitution that we denote by id. The (flnite)
set fx 2 V : ¾x 6= xg is the domain of the substitution ¾ and is denoted by dom(¾).
Given an ordered pair of terms (s; t), we recall that (s; t) is: uniflable if there exists a
substitution ¾ (the unifler) such that ¾s = ¾t; matchable if there exists a substitution ¾
(the matching) such that ¾s = t. We recall also that the set of terms can be preordered
by the instantiation ordering , i.e. a term s is more general than a term t (notation s • t)
ifi (s; t) is matchable. Analogously, a substitution ¾ is more general than a substitution
¿ (notation ¾ • ¿) ifi there exists a substitution fl such that fl¾ = fl – ¾ = ¿ . We note
that in case ¾ is a matching from s into t and ¾0 is the restriction of ¾ to V (s) then ¾0 is
still a matching from s into t and ¾0 • ¾. Analogously, in case ¾ is a unifler of the pair
(s; t) and ¾0 is the restriction of ¾ to V (s; t) then ¾0 is still a unifler of the pair (s; t) and
¾0 • ¾. Therefore, as usual, we assume that substitutions are restricted to the problem
variables.
Following Berarducci and Venturini Zilli (1993), a substitution ¾ is stable ifi for every
variable y, either ¾ny =2 V for some n, or ¾my = ¾m+1y for some m. Notice that ¾ is
stable ifi for every term t, limn ¾nt does exist in Ter1.
2. Getting a most General Unifler from a Matching
Let a matchable pair (s; t) of inflnite terms be flxed as well as the matching substitution
¾ = [t1=x1; : : : ; tn=xn], of s into t. We want to obtain the most general unifler (mgu) of
(s; t) as the limit of iterations of s. It has been shown in Berarducci and Venturini Zilli
(1993) that a unifler of (s; t) can be obtained as the limit of iterations of a stable ¾.
Since in general ¾ is not stable, we are going to deflne a procedure in order to stabilize
it. The stabilizing procedure SP is an algorithm, i.e. has an efiective character, in case
the involved terms are efiectively given by some suitable formalism (e.g. by flnite sets of
flrst order recursive equations).
Stabilizing Procedure SP
Let ‰ = [t1=x1; : : : ; tn=xn] be a substitution. We build up a sequence of substitution pairs
f(‰m; ¿m)g, with 0 • m • n0, for a suitable n0 • n, starting from: (‰0; ¿0) = (‰; id) and
by getting (‰m+1; ¿m+1) from (‰m; ¿m) as follows:
† if xj=xi, with xj 6= xi, is in ‰m then ‰m+1 is obtained from ‰m:
{ by dropping xj=xi
{ by replacing all occurrences of xi by xj;
† ¿m+1 is obtained from ¿m by adding xj=xi.
The intuitive idea of procedure SP relies on the fact that being dom(‰) flnite, the
substitution ‰ may be not stable just in case of a renaming flnite cycle, as for instance:
‰(f(x; y)) = f(y; x), so that ‰ = [y=x; x=y].
In order to make ‰ stable, procedure SP generates a substitution ¿ that equals all
variables of the same cycle to the last variable (y in the displayed example). It is obvious
that any other choice of a variable in the cycle will do. The fact that dom(‰) is flnite
implies that the aforementioned cycles are flnite in number. Therefore procedure SP must
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eventually stop. Let ‰⁄ and ¿ be the last substitutions obtained by SP. We are interested
in ¿ only and we call it the stabilizer of ‰. In fact it can be easily shown that ¿‰ is stable.
Lemma 2.1. Let ‰ be a substitution and ¿ its stabilizer. Then ¿‰ is stable.
In case ‰ is a matching, we take ¿‰ as the stable substitution associated to the matching.
Now Proposition 4.8 in Berarducci and Venturini Zilli (1993) can be reflned as follows.
Theorem 2.1. For all inflnite terms s and t such that (s; t) is matchable, the mgu of
(s; t) is the limit of iterations of the stable substitution associated to the matching.
Proof. Let ¾s = t and let ¿ be the stabilizer of the matching ¾ (¿ is the identity
substitution in case ¾ is stable) found by procedure SP . Let µ = ¿¾ and µ! = limn µn.
Observe that: dom(µ) = dom(µ!) = dom(¾).
It has been shown in Berarducci and Venturini Zilli (1993) that µ! is a unifler of (s; t).
Here we show that µ! is the mgu of (s; t), i.e. that, for whatever substitution – such that
–s = –t, µ! • – holds. In fact, from ¾s = t, with ¾ = [t1=x1; : : : ; tn=xn], it follows that
–(¾s) = (–¾)s = –t, and we claim that:
–x1 = –t1
–x2 = –t2
... (*)
–xn = –tn:
To prove Claim (⁄), flrst recall that we can freely assume that each variable xi, with
1 • i • n, occurs in s. Now, let a variable xi be given and consider the trees corresponding
to s and t, respectively. Let ” be any node such that xi occurs at ” in s. Since ¾ is a
matching, ti occurs at ” in t. On the other hand, since – unifles (s; t), it follows that, at
”, we flnd the same subtree in –s and in –t; and acting – on variables, this is possible
only in case –xi = –ti. So, Claim (⁄) follows.
As a consequence of (⁄), for every xi, xj , 1 • i 6= j • n, ¿xi = ¿xj implies –xi = –xj .
This follows from the construction of ¿ , since ¿ equals all variables in the same cycle and
so does – because of (⁄). Now, let a renaming cycle C of ¾ be given. Let xi be a variable
in C. Observe that:
† if –xi is not a variable of C then –¿xi = –xi.
† if –xi is a variable of C, then, up to a renaming, we may assume that ¿ makes the
same choice of –.
So we may freely assume –¿ = –. From (⁄) we moreover have: –µ = –(¿¾) = (–¿)¾ =
–¾ = – and so –µn = – for every n. Hence, for every variable xi 2 dom(µ), we have:
limn –µnxi = –(limn µnxi) = –µ!xi = –xi, and this implies –µ! = – i.e. µ! • –. 2
Example 2.1. Let consider the pair (f(x; y; w); f(y; x; g(w))) and therefore the matching
¾ = [y=x; x=y; g(w)=w]. By applying procedure SP we obtain ¿ = [y=x]. So µ = ¿¾ =
[y=x; g(w)=w] and µ! = limnµn = [y=x; g!=w].
Example 2.2. Let consider the pair (f(x; h(y); g(w)); f(y; h!; g(g(w)))) and therefore
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the matching ¾ = [y=x; h!=y; g(w)=w]. Since ¾ is stable, procedure SP gives ¿ = id. So
µ = ¾ and µ! = [h!=x; h!=y; g!=w].
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